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milano
design Astori De Ponti Associati

“Sensuality and plasticity: these two distinctive traits are the basis of the design concept of the Milano 

radiator.

Its sinuous and sculptural body synthesises the desire for formal experimentation in the field of interior 

design heating elements, in the study for free-standing or mural solutions which still have not really been 

researched much to date.

These features make it an integrating and characterising element of internal design in its most distinctive 

meaning, offering with its versatility and with its plastic strength a wide range of achievable solutions. From 

an isolated element of a purely formal connotation to a real instrument defining spaces”.
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milano 

VERSIONS AVAILABLE

- WATER 

- ELECTRIC 

ADDITIONAL COLOUR CHARGE

The additional charges are calculated on the base price of RAL 9010. 
C0 Category  without any additional charge (RAL 9010) 
C1 Category   +15%
C2 Category   +20%
C3 Category   +25%
RAL colours not included in the colour chart  +30%
Colours according to samples  request feasibility and cost estimate 

PACKING 
The cardboard packing box is included in the price of sale of the products, and it contains the complete wall fixing kit. 

CONNECTORS 
The MILANO model is connected to the heating system with the remote connection Valve and Lockshield (GVR) supplied as an ACCESSORY. To fully understand how to 
arrange for installation consult the technical section. 
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Watt = Kcal/h ÷ 0,860 

Kcal/h = Watt x 0,860

INCMLNBA# Milano Floor recess   

INCMLNPA# Milano Wall recess   

MLN#170 171,5 25,8 900  

MLN#200 199,0 25,8 900  

MLN#230 227,0 25,8 1200  

MLN#170 171,5 25,8 900   

MLN#200 199,0 25,8 900   

MLN#230 227,0 25,8 1200   

MLN#170 171,5 25,8 800   

MLN#200 199,0 25,8 934   

MLN#230 227,0 25,8 1079   

milano

GVR RECESSED valve and lockshield assembly for remote connection  

remote connection valve assembly (GVR)

Includes the complete Valve and Lockshield assembly for remote connection (GVR), can be installed up to a maximum distance of 6 metres from the radiator.

Code Description Chrome plated G0

(€)

WATER OPERATING (the prices do not include arrangement for recessing)

Model H

(cm)

L

(cm)
Thermal yield
Watts ΔT 50°C

FLOOR VERSION 

(COD. BAIDR) 

(€)

WALL VERSION 

(COD. PAIDR) 

(€)

ELECTRIC OPERATING (the prices do not include arrangement for recessing)

Model H

(cm)

L

(cm)
Thermal yield
Watts ΔT 50°C

FLOOR VERSION 

(COD. BAELI) 

(€)

WALL VERSION 

(COD. PAELI) 

(€)

ELECTRIC OPERATING WITH EXTERNAL CORD (arrangement for recessing is NOT needed for this model)

Model H

(cm)

L

(cm)
Thermal yield
Watts ΔT 50°C

FLOOR VERSION 

(COD. BAELE) 

(€)

recessed part (for Milano wall and floor version)

Includes the wall recessed part for connection to remote valve assembly (GVR) and the support of the external part of Milano

Model Description
HYDRAULIC VERSION 

(COD. IDR) 

(€)

ELECTRIC VERSION 

(COD. ELI) 

(€)

Milano Floor recess Milano Wall recess


